In this paper, it is presented the well known aspect of non linearity of internal human body structures. Similarity on the basis of the Fractional Brownian Motion from the static ones, as the geometrical fractals like the Intestine and placenta linings, Airways in lungs , Arterial system in kidneys and so on. To the kinematics ones, as the temporal fractals like Heart beat sequences, Electroencephalograms, Respiratory tidal volumes, DNA sequences mapping and so on. But this internal well known knowledge is astonishing extendible from the internal, through the "Brownian" basis of the muscular contraction, to the macroscopic external human movements, like the orthostatic equilibrium, gait, running training, judo contest and soccer, basketball, football or water polo games, by means of the ubiquitous continuous presence; the Brownian Dynamics.
fractal is most often associated with irregular geometric objects that display self similarity. In an idealized model, this property holds on all scale, but in real world this is not all truth.
In the human body a number of complex anatomic structures display fractal like geometry, that in our special language we will call them "Static", related to the irregular geometric definite form of the structure. Many of these self-similar structure serve at least at one fundamental physiologic function: rapid and efficient transport over complex spatially distributed structures or organs.
Fractal geometry also appears to underlie important aspects of heart mechanical functions. and brain structure. Really in the human body a variety of other organs systems contain fractal-like structure that ease information dissemination ( nervous system) or, nutrient absorption ( bowel) , all that shows the ubiquity of "Static" fractals in the human body. The fractal concept can be found out, in the human body, not only as "static" like the irregular geometric structures, but also in that we will call in our special agreement "Kinematics" form of fractals. They are connected to body's complex processes that generate irregular fluctuations across multiple time scales A easy understanding of this behaviour can be obtained by plotting their fluctuations at different time resolutions.
2 Inside the Body 2.1 Fractal Dimension and Self Similarity and Self affinity Since the fractals occupy an intermediate position between standard geometric subject with integer dimensions, they can be conveniently characterized by their fractal dimension Then an important parameter describing fractal geometrical structures is the fractal dimension which generalizes the usual integer valued topological dimension., for each structure it was empirically found that the total length L varies as a power of the length scale l (1) The parameter D is called fractal dimension of the curve, another way to write the equation (1) is
Where N(l) is the minimum number of boxes with side l needed to cover the fractal curve. There are several generalization of the fractal dimension but it is possible find them in every fractal book. However data are usually a sequence of real numbers ( time series ) and in this case we may have not information about detail of the problem that we call Kinematics. Assuming that the time series is determined by an unknown deterministic dynamics it os still possible under general conditions, to reconstruct its phase space and analyze the system "Kinematics" . This is the foundation of the non linear time series analysis. In effect we can obtain from the dynamical equation of the system an apparent random time series that reveals simple structure of the dynamics when embedded in R 2 . Fractal dimensions, as seen, can be introduced in various distinct way, each emphasizing a different geometric aspect of the pattern. An important property of a fractal is its self-similar nature. In other words if we magnify some fragment of such pattern ( both static geometrical or kinematics temporal ) we would see precisely the same structure reproduced on a new scale. Moreover if the miniature copy may be distorted in other way, for example, somewhat skewed , in this case we call this quasi-self-similarity , self-affinity. A favourite example of self similarity in many textbook is the trajectory of the Brownian Motion of a particle. Although this trajectory is extremely irregular, it displays some remarkable invariance, if we take a small region containing part of the trajectory, and enlarge it the result would look very similar to the original whole trajectory. In the next figure we can see two example of self-similarity the first geometric the second time related.
Fractal as Geometrical Self Organization
We speak of self -organization or, more exactly, of self organized behaviour if every part of the complex system acts in a well defined way on the given internal order or configuration. To show in a rigorous mathematical terms the self organization , it is possible on the track of Haken, Liupanov and others to develop a very general theory applicable to a large class of different systems comprising not only sociological systems, but also physical, chemical , and biological systems. If the internal organizing force is obeying themselves equations of motion. In the general case of a chemical systems we show that the solution is not linear, if q 1 is a function of the concentration of the chemical and the "effect" are q 2 it is possible to write for a selforganized chemical system:
These equations (3) show in very simple way that the self similar structures in the human body could got by nonlinear (Brownian) self -organized chemical reactions (4). If the system possesses a macroscopically infinitesimal time scale, so that during any dt on that scale all of the reaction channels fire many more times than once yet none of the propensity functions change appreciably, we can approximate the discrete Markov process by a continuous Markov process defined by the Chemical Langevin (SDE) Equation (5) where N 1 ……N m are M temporally uncorrelated, statistically independent normal variables with mean 0 and variance 1 In the specific structures of the human body like, coronary artery tree or Purkjne cells in cerebellum or in the human heart these Fractal geometrical Self-Organization comes more easily from the corresponding Fokker Plank equation (5): (6) In several cases like chemical reaction dynamics, a Fokker Planck equation is more easy to obtain than the corresponding Langevin equation. This short speech , show very clearly , that Random Walk or is continuous limit the Brownian motion are at the basis of the fractal in human physiology. In the next figures there are shown two well known example of physiological self-organization the coronary artery tree, and the Purkinje cells in cerebellum. 
Gauss and Pareto Inverse Power Law
Chance in physics is connected to the concept of probability, many process in real life are random and their dynamic evolution is very difficult to understand from a deterministic point of view. Probability theory born to explain the outcome of games, one of the simplest games is tossing a coin where one can find head or tail. Normally the number of proof are determined and finite ( binomial distribution) but more known is the limiting case to the infinite proof number , this analysis was performed by Gauss . In definite form we, today, can define the world of Gauss " simple" as scientific world view, in this ( linear) theory the output is proportional to the input, the algebra is additive , the presence of simple rules yield simple result of the problem, these results are stable, the phenomenon are predictable, their result stable and the final distribution obviously Gaussian . In mathematical form the system evolution is defined by the following equation: 
But a more complex scientific vision is connected to a not well known great Italian scientist, except outside the social and economic world, Pareto. By his law , it is possible to describe a more complex scientific vision of the world, this world is non linear, in which small changes may produce divergence in the solutions. It is a multiplicative world , in which simple rules yield complex results, the processes are unstable the predictability is limited and the description of the phenomena is both qualitative and quantitative, the Pareto distribution it is also an inverse power law distribution. In mathematical form the system evolution is defined by the following equation:
In this more complex world fluctuation is multiplicative and the Pareto inverse power law distribution satisfies the following form:
Random Walk and its limits
If we consider a stochastic process going on time, for example the motion of a particle which is randomly hopping backward and forward; this example is known in the scientific world as "Random Walk" . If we would know the probability that after n hopping the particle will be in a position m , it could be common to connect this probability in mathematical discrete form and to write:
This discrete probability equation has two very important limits in his continuum form. The limit of the random walk with infinitesimal, independent steps is called Brownian Motion. The first form is the limit that explains more carefully the dynamic of a single particle in time and its mathematical form is known as Langevin Equation from the French Scientist that proposes it in1905
In which the first term after the equal is the dissipation suffered by the particle and the second is the stochastic fluctuation applied on it and, if Gaussian type, this dissipation will be zero in mean over time. The second form, is the limit that take in account more the point of view of the global probabilistic aspect of the random process analyzed in phase space , and its mathematical form is well known as Fokker Planck Equation from the two German Scientists that propose it in 1930.
In the next figure (showing in it also the self similarity property of this random process) we can see one example of two dimensional Random Walk or Brownian Motion of a particle, that as before described, it is view in two different conceptual way, by the two previous limit equation.
Continuum limit of fractional random walks
An interesting way to approach complex systems derives also from a special view of the Random walks, it is based to incorporate this complexity in it introducing memory in the random walks through fractional differences, this generalization has the same significant limits previously introduced.
If we see more carefully at the dynamic aspect of the process it is possible to write a generalized fractional Langevin equation and to introduce the Fractional Brownian Motion. In mathematical form it is possible to write:
In which the first term is a fractional derivative, the second is connected to the initial condition of the process , and the third is always the random force acting on the particle.
In this case is important to know the mean square displacement of the particle : For the ratchet model one problem is that the scale of the motion is smaller than the Brownian motion of microneedles , because the average amplitude is between 3 Recently Yanagida et others 2000 , has shown , manipulating a single myosin head and measuring the displacements with a scanning probe. This assay allowed measurem displacements of single myosin head with high resolution. The data showed that a myosin (II) head mowed along an actin filament with single mechanical steps of 5.5 nm; groups of two to five rapid steps in succession often can produce displacements of 11 to 30 nm. Similar sub-steps observed are constant in size with the repeat actin monomers (5.5 nm) , independent of force, and because some subsets are backward, it is m may step along the Actin monomer repeat by biased Brownian Motion. In the next figure we can see for the Myosin II and V , both the models: Normally Effective path length can be defined as the thickness of a homogeneous membrane rties as the skin, and the Effective diffusivity is a diffusivity of a homogeneous membrane having identical permeation properties as the body's skin. If the body makes a motion or works in whole could take this form in his free evolution captured by thermocamera: eally speaking the situation is more complex because the specific heat c is not constant, but
R a very complicate function at least of time, space, food , fat, .and body dimensions; some works in this field to identify the real shape of this function, where made by Sacripanti and co-workers about ten years ago (1995) (1996) (1997) .
In fact it is a mistake or a fir human body that is, in reality, a complex engine with continuous production and dispersion of energy ( the metabolic heat). In this case the function c v b function with shape as lennard-Jone s potential.
lso h the thermal coefficient is not A really constant but is dependence is very more complex because for work like normal activity or sport movement in not controlled thermal condition, it must satisfy the following experimental Sacripanti's relationship:
In the next figures we can see some thermograms of a judo technique taken by a thermocamera in a very pioneering work of the author and co -workers (1989) The component F z is the same force as is obtained from the readings of the force transducers. For a mall deviation around the vertical z axis, we may replace cosα by y/L and in the first connected to the oxygen consumption by means of the previous Sacripanti's relation.
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In static equilibrium the CM ( centre of Mass) and the COP (centre of pre s This can be illustrated in Biomechanics using a simple model , the inverted pendulum, Winter 1998, Pedotti 1987 .for the anterior posterior balance. The pendulum rotates around the ankle joint which we take as origin of the Cartesian system if we denote as F the force acting on foot by force pla The system is described in Newtonian approximation by the equations: After some easy manipulation and putting the equation in term of the angle π/2-α= θ we obtain: an Gait W series suggest particular neuromuscular m The fractal nature of the stride tim Hausdorff using a stochastic model that was later extended by Askhenazi et others so as to describe the analysis of the gait dynamics during aging. The model was essentially a random walk on a Markov or short range correlated chain, where each node is a neural that fires an action potential with a particular intensity when interested by the random walker. This mechanism generates a fractal process with a multifractals aspects, in which the Holder time dependent exponent depends parametrically on the range of the random walker's step size. The multifractal gait analysis is also used to study the fractal dynamics of body motion for patients with special aging problems or diseases, like Parkinson or post-stroke hemiplegic.
In the next figures we can see. The variation of the time dependent Holder exponent , with the walker step size for free pace and metronome pace at different speed. 
Multifractals in Running training
The fractal nature of the physiological signals: heart and respiratory frequencies and oxygen uptake in long distance runs was compared and analyzed by Billat et others 2001-2002-2004 . Today middle and long distance running are characterized by speed variability. The statistics show that if there are considered the last three world record on a middle or long distance running, it can be observed that velocity varies of 5%. In races the variation of the velocity and the choice of the optimal speed , obviously involve a complex interplay between physiological and psychological factors . Multifractal analysis is used in biomechanics of running for classifying signals which exhibit a rough behaviour . This behaviour is quantified calculating the holder exponent using multifractal analysis. The following equations give the formula of the exponent:
Free and constant heart rate scaling law behaviour Heart rate spectrum and scaling exponent
Situation Sport
In the field of Biomechanics of Sport it is interesting to classify the sport , in order to study the athletic performance. There are many potential classifications, for example in function of performance energy expenditure, but one of the more useful one's is the biomechanical classification that is in function of the most basic movement performed during the performance. This classification allows to single out the most basic complex movement that must be measured by specific scientific discipline as whole or in step size. In alternative this most basic movement could be the goal of an expert group like: Sport Physiologist, Neurologist, Biomechanics, engineering, trainers, technicians. The aim of this classification is to allow to find rightly what kind of specific observational approach must be applied to solve the problem by mechanical or mathematical models both qualitative or quantitative one's. This classification allows us to group all the sports in four big families.
Cyclic Sports
There are all the sports in which the basic movement is repeated continuously in time like: gait, running, marathon cycling, swimming, etc.
Acyclic Sports
There are all the sports in which the basic movement is applied only once in the performance, like : discus, shot put, hammer throw, pole vault, high jump, long jump, triple jump, ski jump, javelin throw, etc.
Alternate-Cycling Sport
There are all the sports in which two basic movements are applied alternatively in time, like 110 hurts , 400 hurts, steepchase , golf.
Situation Sport There are all the sports with the presence of the adversary. These sports, can be divided in two classes (without and with contact) and each class in two sub classes dual sports and team sports. The first dual ones are tennis and ping pong, and as team sports we can find: volleyball, beach volley. The last dual ones, in which athletes can contact together, are: fighting sports: judo, boxing, wrestling, karate, etc. and as team sport, soccer, basketball, football, water polo, hockey, etc. The situation sports are sport in which it is not possible to find a repeatable motion pattern for each specific game-For each game the motion in it, is a random process, then there are not basic specific movement during the motion, but it is possible to find these repeatable movements .only during the interaction among athletes. In fact the correct way to analyze such macro phenomena is to study them. in two steps: motion and interaction with basic repeatable movements.. And we can find astonishing that motion for each class of these sports could be associate at one of the previous Brownian Motion that we show. In fact if we consider for each sport the motion basic pattern of a big number of games from the statistical point of view, like classical Gaussian approach, it appears easily that the motion belongs to the classes of Brownian Motion.
Dual sport
We take in consideration the couple of athletes as a single system, then the motion of the centre of mass system is definite by a push pull random forces. That in formulas can be express as: (27) The system is isolated no external forces less the random push-pull forces then the motion equation will be a Langevin like equation, ( Sacripanti 1992 ) and it is possible to write:
Tacking in account the well known work of Smoluchovski on the Brownian Motion , the " Physical that produce the random evolution of the contest allows us to obtain the basic probability of this Markovian process.
Then for dual sports it is possible to obtain from the transition probability Q the solutions of conditional Probability , which give at infinite time limit the probability to find an athlete between x and x + dx at time t , in mathematical form we can write:
The experimental proof of this model can be founded in some Japanese works , on the world championship of the 1971.
In the next figure we can see the summation of motion patterns of 1,2,7, and 12 contests of judo .it is easy to see that the random fluctuation not have a preferential direction over the time this means that and the motion of the Centre of Mass systems is Brownian.
Active Brownian Motion
Motion in team sport is better modelized by the active Brownian motion proposed by Ebeling and Schweitzer tacking in account the oxygen uptake from the particles and its consumption from the environment. Particle with mass m, position r, velocity v, self-propelling force connected to energy storage depot e(t); velocity dependent friction γ(v), external parabolic potential U(r) and noise F(t) could satisfy the following Langevin like equation that could be wrote: This is the motion system equation for the active Brownian motion
From the original work of Ebeling et co-workers it is possible to take in account the energy depot: space-dependent take-up q(r), the internal dissipation c e(t), and also the conversion of internal energy into kinetic energy d2 e(t) v2 then the relative equation is: Energy depot analysis (for q(r) = q0) that are special constant conditions, gives the following result, after some calculation, in term of friction non linear coefficient:
This data can be specialized for human people playing in team games, as it is shown in the following pages.
Team sport
In the first Sacripanti's model, relative to the dual situation sports, the motion of the centre mass of couple of athletes systems is a classical Brownian Motion, that means there is not a special direction in their motion patters.
In the case of team sport, the situation is completely different, there is, in mean, a special preferential direction in motion pattern and every single athlete is not in stable equilibrium as the couple of athlete's system. In this case, it is necessary to adopt a different model for the motion, like the active Brownian motion proposed by Ebeling and Schweitzer., to take in account the oxygen uptake from the environment. In this special case it is possible to write for the energy depot variation :
If we take the hypothesis that the energy E(t) is slowly varying, the previous equation can be simplified on the basis of the following considerations:
Then it is possible to obtain the special value for the energy namely :
the equation achieves a term kE 0 v as shown by Ebeling, the friction coefficient in this case will be: 
In compact form it is possible to write
The specific preferred direction in motion patterns of the team sports, could be modellized by the solution model proposed by Erenfest, but with a special modification made by the author it is possible to modellize the basic probability of this Markovian process ( the game) in function of the special attack strategy utilized. In effect for the team sports it is possible to write the transition probability Q in function of the attack strategy α. The α parameter can vary from 1 to 5 , with these meanings : 1= lightning attack ; 2= making deep passes; 3= manoeuvring ; 4= attack by horizontal passes; 5= melina The solution of the conditional probability P are connected to the limit of mean value in time for finding the athlete between x and x + dx at time t, in formulas: 
Conclusions
From this article it is understandable that all the self organizing complex systems, especially the biological ones, like the human body , are better described by non linear evolutions equations that show themselves in their static, kinematics and dynamics forms. ( fractals ). The only connection among these different aspects is the generalized Brownian Motion in every known formulation : classic, fractional, active and so on. Its results starting from fractals till to multifractals aspects assure us, at light of our knowledge , that Brownian dynamics is one of the basic modelling of the mathematical alphabets of Life. 
